ARCHITECTURAL GRILLE

PERFORATED GRILLE

METHODS OF FASTENING

#601 (previously #101 in catalog)
Decorated perforated grille routed into custom woodwork with countersunk screw holes.

#602 (previously #102 in catalog)
Decorated perforated grille for surface mounting with countersunk screw holes.

#603 (previously #103 in catalog)
Decorated perforated grille fastened with wood stop (wood stop supplied by contractor).

#604 (previously #104 in catalog)
Decorated perforated grille applied to angle frames.

#605 (previously #105 in catalog)
Loose frame with decorated perforated grille to cover opening.

*Drawings are at 1/2 scale.*
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#606 (previously #106 in catalog)
Stiffener angle welded to decorated perforated grille for additional support.

#607 (previously #107 in catalog)
Decorated perforated grille applied on top of surface with stiffener bars for additional support.

#608 (previously #107A in catalog)
Angles welded to decorated perforated grille used as hidden fasteners (blocking supplied by contractor).

#609 (previously #118 in catalog)
Decorated perforated grille with snap-in catches.

*Drawings are at 1/2 scale.